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new readers as at giving those who were already accus-
tomed to buy daily newspapers an article more to their
fancy* Thus he planned the Daily Mail as " a penny
paper for a halfpenny " and as " the busy man's paper/'
which should give him all that he wanted in a briefer,
snappier form* Northcliffe could see farther than most,
but he did not anticipate then the immense circulations
that were to make space in the popular newspaper so
valuable to advertisers and to shift the whole foundation
of the newspaper trade*
Resulting partly from the extension of schools, as I
have shown, this increase in the number of newspaper
readers was due in part also to the growth of suburbs*
Until towards the end of the century most workers,
whether they worked with their hands, in offices, or in
shops, lived near their work* They could walk to and
from it, or take a short omnibus ride. As cities pushed
their outer rims farther and farther away from the centre,
as land for building within easy reach of the centre went
up in price, suburbs arose to house those who were now
compelled to live at a greater distance from their occupa-
tions* The suburban dwellers had to make daily journeys
by train, street car, or bus ; they felt the need of something
to entertain them, to keep them from thinking, while
they travelled for half an hour in the morning and at
night*
Here is the explanation of the change in the appearance
of newspapers* Once they were read at home, in a good
light, with room enough to handle large sheets*
" Splash " headings were not necessary, large type and
short paragraphs would have seemed undignified* To
readers in public conveyances every possible help must
be given* Bold headlines must acquaint them with the
principal news at a glance* Nothing must seek to hold

